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The best known salsa joint in Old San Juan is hidden away from public gaze. The Nuyorican Cafe is
the gateway to understanding the fun, friendly and musical culture that Puerto Rico represents. It is
so inconspicuous that you risk missing it if you were not looking for it specifically. The best way to
find Nuyorican Cafe is to ask for San Francisco Street and look for the alley off it.

The place can get crowded on a busy night so the best times to visit, if you donâ€™t like maddening
crowds going crazy, then late Friday nights are perfect. The name is a mix of New York and Puerto
Rico and represents the unique cultural mix of both the places but New York Puerto Ricans
specifically.

The music is flawless and pretty contagious and gets you swaying even if you donâ€™t know a thing
about salsa. The relaxed and fun-filled atmosphere makes spending some time here a worthwhile
experience. The Nuyorican Cafe still retains the old world charm and is easily one of the most
affordable ways to spend your night out in Old San Juan.

The bands are the best you will get around to listening in and around Old San Juan and the styles
change daily. The pizza is a great way to beat your appetite after dancing your way to exhaustion to
the swaying salsa music.

This is a unique place in the sense that you get to see the old and the young on the same platform,
melting generation gaps and mending fragile relationships. The best part is that you get to enjoy
performances from seasoned pros as well as young and start up novices. They are united by the
desire to enjoy some great music and express their emotions and feelings on the dance floor.

The main room of the Nuyorican is a wood panelled chamber which is tall and a temple to those
who love the sound of authentic Latin music. The place has firmly established itself as one of the
best platforms for music and dance lovers. The quality of production is exceptionally high and the
ambiance successfully creates the right environment of enriching cultural and creative artistic
credibility.

Audiences have had the privilege of enjoying the company of famous names such as Concert
Pedro, Guerra, Roy Brown, Alfredo Naranjo and many other salsa and music legends.

The Nuyorican Cafe continues to provide creative artists the space to promote their art. It is easily
one of the most famous landmarks to have survived modernization.
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Azel Bailey - About Author:
Do you want to know how to enjoya nightlife in Puerto Rico for fun? Just go online and See a Puerto
Rico nightlife vacations packages, Hotels and flights on our website. Travel and enjoy a Puerto Rico
beaches and make it most memorable vacations.
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